Cake servers will enjoy cutting your tiered cake when they know the cutting methods to produce the
number of servings for your guests.

Top View of a Three.-Tiered Round Cake

To Cut a Three ...Tiered Round Cake
Start from the top by removing the 6 11 tier, which is usually the bride and groom's cake to be saved.
Cut a circle about two inches from the outer edge of the 10 11 tier. Work from this circle and make
vertical cuts about one inch apart, until the ring is completely sliced. Use the same starting procedure
and cut another two-inch ring, again slicing into one-inch pieces. Repeat the procedure until the tier
is completed; then repeat entire process on 14 11 tier until all the cake has been served.

Top View of a Three--Tiered Square Cake
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To Cut a Three--Tiered Square Cake
Start from the top by removing the 6 11 tier, which is usually the bride and groom's cake to be saved.
Work from any side to cut a horizontal line about two inches from the outer edge of the tier. Slice
from right to left to make vertical cuts about one inch apart, until the entire row has been sliced. Cut
another horizontal line two inches from the new edge, and slice this row. Repeat until the entire tier
has been cut. You should produce five rows in the 10 1 1 tier. Move to the 14 11 and repeat the process
for seven rows.
Consult your rental center for additional equipment and accessories for your event.
UNDERSTAND YOUR RENTAL CONTRACT KNOW YOUR RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE EQUIPMENT YOU HAVE RENTED
These guidelines and tips are common-sense suggestions designed to promote cake cutting efficiency and safety. Compiled from literature of leading experts in
the field, they are believed to be reliable, and are offered as suggestions and illustrations to deal principally with common practices and conditions encountered in
the cutting of tiered cakes. The guidelines are not intended to be all-inclusive, complete descriptions of safe practices, or to supplant or replace other additional
precautionary measures to cover usual or unusual conditions or situations where common sense might otherwise dictate. Accordingly, the American Rental
Association and its member firms disclaim all liability for, and make no warranty or guarantee of, the accuracy or applicability of this information in any situation.
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